
  



  



1 Desire 2 Feelings 3 Anxiety 4 Disappontment

5 Guidance 6 Outcome

Tarot Reading for Psychological Example
 Knowledge of the future can bring peace of mind. Tarot cards have been used for centuries, by many
people worldwide to reveal future trends and possibilities, and guide them when making decisions.
The messages and guidance offered by a Tarot Reading will be honest and give clarity, meaning and 
validation to the recipient. Moreover, Tarot Readings can provide flashes of inspiration where 
otherwise the problems the person may be facing may seem insurmountable.
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1 Desire:         XVI The Tower
What you want.
Desire
You are past hope but pray that the worst is over and conditions will begin to improve.

2 Feelings:         Nine of Wands
How you feel.
Emotions
You'll experience displeasure and dissatisfaction caused by confusing issues, delay, or adversity.

3 Anxiety:         XVIII The Moon
What is causing problems and anxiety.
Anxiety
Your thinking will be muddled, and you will be troubled by feelings of dread, deception,
or foreboding because you can't see your way clear on any level and have a terrible
feeling that you will lose out or be disappointed.

4 Disappontment:         IX The Hermit
What lets you down.
Disappointment
You are going to be very disappointed in the "things" of the earth, i.e., life, love, and the
pursuit of happiness.
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5 Guidance:         XXI The World
What you need to know and understand.
Guidance
Mundane: Your obsession (or preoccupation) with the past is hindering your ability to
see what is really going on, but no matter how bound you're feeling now, you can still
break free. Facts can change.
Esoteric: The key to liberation is to find the path to inner peace and thereby transcend
choice or result.

6 Outcome:         Two of Pentacles
The probable outcome.
Outcome
The balance will be restored, pressure will ease off, and hope and cheer will be regained.
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